Understanding English literary works is evitably a big problem for the students of nonEnglish-speaking countries. The writer proposes that intertextuality may help the students to understand them better. Through her study, she tries to find out the problems the students have in understanding literary works, in this case, novels; and to investigate how intertextual study through films can help them to solve the problems. By doing observation and interview to the students in her class of English Prose, she finds out that the problems are the difficulty to understand the sense of the language, the cultural gap, the uncontextuality with their experience, the difficulty to grasp the imagery, and the lack of information about the literary works. Through the films adapted from the novels they read, the students can overcome their problems. The films make them understand the sense of the language, understand the culture, more aware of the relation among people and the situation, feel that they become part of the issues in their lives, get more vivid images about the setting, the characters and other elements, familiar with the issues in the works. All of them help them to understand more the novels they are reading.
Introduction
In Indonesia, as one of non-English-speaking countries, students frequently have problems in understanding English literary works. The problems arise when they cannot enter the world of the literary works. For most of them, the world in the English literary works is different from the world in their lives. All elements provided in the English literary works are not the same as what they find in their real life. Not only the setting, but also other elements, such as, character, theme, or even the style of language used by the writers are sometimes far from what they understand before.
Students as the readers of literary works are the main factor in the process of reading literary works. If they have problems in reading the literary works, the process of reading will be disturbed. Therefore, there must be a way to solve their problems in order that the process of their reading will smoothly proceed. In this paper, the writer wants to suggest how the concept of intertextuality may help the students to overcome their problems in reading literary works.
The basic concept of intertextuality assumes that meaning and intelligibility in discourse or texts is based on the relation to the previous discourse or texts. Graham Allen (2000: 2) states that:
The fundamental concept of intertextuality is that no text, much as it might like to appear so, is original and unique-in-itself; rather it is a tissue of inevitable, and to an extent unwitting, references to and quotations from other texts. These in turn condition its meaning; the text is an intervention in a cultural system. Intertextuality is therefore a very useful concept -indeed some would say essential -for literary study, as it concerns the study of cultural sign systems generally.
The concept suggests us that every text (we can refer to any cultural sign systems generally: including film) is a mosaic of references to other texts, genres, and discourses. In turn, discovering meaning in a text can only happen by relating to the previous texts that provide the context of possible meaning.
Intertextual Study Through Films

Conclusion
Most of students have problems in understanding English literary works because of some reasons. They are: the difficulty to understand the sense of the language, the cultural gap, the incontextuality with the students' experience, the difficulty to grasp the imagery, and the lack of information about the literary works.
The problems can be solved by applying the concept of intertextuality in teaching English literature. Intertextuality links between the students and the literary works. By providing media, the lecturer can give chances to the students to do a process in which they connect what they read with what they previously read, viewed, heard, and told. By active efforts, they can also redefine texts, reframe, their thought, and reconstruct their notions and beliefs about texts. The materials given can be adaptation of literary works into films; sources from other genres, such as documentary, news, current affairs; and also medium of print, such as listings magazines and newspapers.
After doing intertextuality, it can be observed that the students can solve their problems. The films, as the main media used in this observation, can help them to understand the sense of the language because they can feel the situational context suggested in the film. The films suggest more comprehensive understanding about the culture. Visual presentation in the films makes the students more aware of the relation among people and the situation. When the films become hot issues in the infotainment, they feel that they become part of the issues of their lives. Visual presentation in the films gives the students more vivid images about the setting, the characters and other elements. The film presentation renews the old issues; they become popular and are discussed in many media. All of them help the students to understand more the novels they are reading. Even, they can find the literary quality of the works. And finally, they can enjoy more reading literary works.
